Tonometric biosensor with a differential pressure sensor for chemo-mechanical measurement of glucose.
A tonometric biosensor for glucose was constructed using a chemo-mechanical reaction unit and a differential pressure sensor. The reaction unit was fabricated by using both liquid and gas cells separated by an enzyme diaphragm membrane, in which glucose oxidase was immobilized onto the single (gas cell) side of the dialysis membrane. By applying glucose solution (0, 25.0, 50.0, 100, 150 and 200 mmol/l) into the liquid cell of the chemo-mechanical reaction unit, the pressure in the gas cell decreased continuously with a steady de-pressure slope because the oxygen consumption in the gas cell was induced by the glucose oxidase (GOD) enzyme reaction at the enzyme side of the porous diaphragm membrane. The steady de-pressure slope in the gas cell showed the linear relationship with the glucose concentration in the liquid cell between 25.0 and 200.0 mmol/l (correlation coefficient of 0.998). A substrate regeneration cycle coupling GOD with l-ascorbic acid (AsA: 0, 1.0, 3.0, 10.0 and 50.0 mmol/l; as reducing reagent system) was applied to the chemo-mechanical reaction unit in order to amplify the output signal of the tonometric biosensor. 3.0 mmol/l concentration of AsA could optimally amplify the sensor signal more than 2.5 times in comparison with that of non-AsA reagent.